Years Touch Not the Heart.
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Voice.  
Moderato.

Piano.

Time, the master passing by,
Beauty's tears and beauty's sighs,

Youth and beauty wither, die.
Years may come and years may go
Naught avails her, beauty dies,
Strength of manhood, charm of maid.
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Still the heart no older grow.
Things that blossom, bloom and fade.
Age, the spectre
Youth, once lost, may

changes all,
Over beauty casts his pall.
For youth is fleeting,
Never return.
'Tis a lesson we must learn.
All must age,

vain are tears
Hearts alone survive the years.
Las, 'tis truth
Hearts alone retain their youth.

Andante sostenuto.

Friendship, love and faith serene,
Keep the heart for
ever green. Time doth with all else depart, But leaves no wrinkles on the heart. Yes, time doth with all else depart, But leaves no wrinkles on the heart.
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